INVISIBLE AND
UNRELENTING
Practical advice to reduce
the risk of Online Fraud

The cybersecurity shakedown
Growing #
of attacks

More devices w/
more malware

Cybersecurity needs to change. Malware infections and cyber
attacks are increasing in numbers but also in variety.
Fraud and privacy loss have sadly become commonplace, even
‘business as usual’ for organizations, costing them more each year.
From banks to healthcare and even in ultra-low profit sectors like
retail, savvy hackers are picking off the ill-prepared, targeting
third-party providers and users, rather than the better-protected
infrastructure they once favored.
Conventional security products are powerless to stay ahead
of malicious actors who enter via the ‘front door’ of the web. A
radically different yet surprisingly simple approach is needed, so
Trusted Knight built Protector Air to address the current cyber
crime epidemic.
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Stolen bank and
personal data during
web transactions

Poor User Experience,
Financial Loss,
Brand Damage

Protector Air is a brand-new approach to safeguarding online
transactions, maintaining uptime and preserving the entire
customer experience. It uses the power of the cloud to isolate
valuable data far away from front end systems.

Why trust Trusted Knight?
Trusted Knight protects some of the largest brands in the world,
including global financial institutions and automotive giants.
The Trusted Knight team have previously worked in intelligence
services across the globe fighting industrial and Nation State cyber
attacks. Trusted Knight’s agentless approach is a direct result of
this foundational work.

The circle of (dis)trust
Every single web transaction interests hostile governments and the
thriving international criminal community of hacking groups.
They exchange stolen data and criminal best-practices across online
sites on the amateur “Dark Web” as well as fully “vouched” sites.

and individuals too consumed by their digital lives to respond.
This is today’s ‘business as usual’.
Despite all its advances, when criminals reside and operate freely in safe
havens, the financial gains made by criminals (see below) only enable and
embolden them. So cybersecurity is anything but business as usual and it
is only getting worse. Welcome to the circle of distrust.

Hostile actors deploy government-grade attacks on individuals and
companies. Meanwhile, businesses are too bogged down in bureaucracy

YOUR LOSS IS THEIR GAIN - USA FINANCIAL LOSSES DUE TO CYBER CRIME (IN BILLIONS)

$7B (estimate)

$7B

$5B (estimate)
$4B

$2.7B
$1.5B

$1.4B

$1B
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Verizon Enterprise Services’
systems breached,
affecting 1.5 million enterprise
clients.
167 million LinkedIn accounts
are put on sale on a dark web
marketplace.
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200 million USA voters’
information put at risk.
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380,000 British Airways
accounts hacked.
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106 million Capital One
accounts breached.
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150 million Equifax
accounts compromised.

Theft of 9 million Cathay
Pacific passengers’ data.

100 million Evite accounts
compromised.

57 million Uber drivers
and users’ personal
information hacked.

500 million Marriott
International guests’ data
stolen.

An estimated 4.9 million
people affected by
DoorDash breach.

43 million Weebly accounts hacked.

Source: The FBI’s Internet Crime Report 2018
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KEY

Financial Loss annual growth trend

Attacks out of thin air
More personal information, or PI, is created and processed than ever. Today’s online brands need to secure the high-value
customer transaction data pouring through their websites. 75% of CEOs admit they collect personal data at the point of
transaction. The commercial success of online businesses today depends on this - so it pays to know your enemy.
WEB OF DECEIT

THE UNSEEN WEBSITE SUPPLY CHAIN

CUSTOMER CARE

For many organizations, web applications are the most
visible part of the business, as well as the primary way
customers access their own private information and
engage in sensitive transactions.

Businesses focusing their security efforts on webbased attacks solely due to regulatory requirements
is outdated thinking. Organizations tend to overlook
the importance of “trusted” third parties collecting
data from customers on their website, which can be
compromised by hackers.

Customers also face considerable risk transacting with
businesses online. For the cybercriminal, the user is a
much softer target, still often ignored by ecommerce
and financial institutions. Criminals use advanced
malware to acquire user entered data and evolving
exfiltration techniques.

MALWARE IN, DATA OUT

KEYLOGGING/FORM GRABBING

JavaScript malware code can be injected into
trusted third-party websites to exfiltrate personal
data, a technique used recently in the BA breach.
This is extremely lucrative as the interception
occurs on the external user’s side with sensitive
data simultaneously being entered by the user and
intercepted by the hacker in real time. As this data
is captured at time of use, rather than stored on
the website, sensitive data is not encrypted, which
hackers love.

Due to the technical skill of this type of attack, the
loss of user-entered data is impossible to detect by
organizations using traditional security solutions.
Criminals use advanced malware to acquire userentered data and evolving exfiltration techniques,
inevitably attributed to phishing after data loss.

WEBSITE INFRASTRUCTURE ATTACKS
Vulnerabilities in an organization’s web infrastructure
are the most commonly exploited by cybercriminals.
New vulnerabilities are widely circulated in criminal
circles. Organizations failing to regularly patch and
harden their systems face high exposure to credential
fraud.

WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS
More sophisticated attacks target application-level
vulnerabilities. These more difficult to mitigate attacks
penetrate deep into the application logic or backend
databases, giving full access to customer account data
or personal information.

WEB PAGE TAMPERING
The malware deployed by cybercriminals has the
power to modify the way a web page displays to
users. By adding additional fields to a form to extract
more sensitive data, or modifying links on a page,
cybercriminals gain all the information they need.

TRANSACTION MANIPULATION
More sophisticated malware payloads can actually
submit fraudulent transactions directly or modify
transactions as the user interacts with a site.
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How does this affect you?
The issues below are not exclusive to any one industry. The sad reality is online credential fraud should now be a major
concern to all IT leaders.
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BANKS AND INSURERS
In-branch banking is legacy banking. Customers expect to
bank online via a swathe of unsecured and compromised
personal devices.

HEALTHCARE
The healthcare industry stores the most sensitive of all data.
The FBI estimates healthcare fraud costs American taxpayers
$80 billion a year.

• Banking fraud cannot remain business as usual - Many banks have given up on
trying to halt credential fraud, instead, focusing on protecting web applications.
This fails to address customer-side risk directly and catches security compromises
only AFTER the fact.

• Web-era cyber attacks beat outdated protocols - 80% of healthcare breaches are
carried out by web-era malware attacks. Many healthcare providers use outdated
security protocols.

• The ballooning attack surface - More online banking services means an increased
attack surface plus the risk from yet more unsecured consumer devices.

• The target that keeps giving - Healthcare data is personal and changes daily,
healthcare providers hold the ultimate treasure trove of PI for cybercriminals looking
to carry out long-term identity fraud.

TRAVEL, RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT
Today’s ecommerce businesses provide the best online user
experiences ever, yet, they experience the majority of online
fraud today.

TELCOS
In July 2019, hackers reportedly backed by the Chinese Government
infiltrated the cellular networks of at least ten global carriers exfiltrating gigabytes of PI.

• Account Takeover Fraud - Account Takeover Fraud, using advanced keylogging
malware, or malicious JavaScript injected into a web application to gain control
of customer accounts, grew by 80% in 2018.

• Digital transformation - As telcos digitally transform, initiatives such as encrypted
online billing services widen their total attack surface, increasing the likelihood of
credential fraud.

• Inward-looking WAF - Ecommerce security has focused on the Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standard, which protects the website using a
Web Application Firewall (WAF). Protecting only the perimeter will not stop indirect
fraud via compromised customer devices.

• Valuable targets - Global telcos are super-highways under constant attack from
criminal and state-backed entities. Fighting a war on two fronts, protecting the user
and the website, is a constant challenge.
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Three hidden issues today’s cyber solutions do not solve
Cybercriminals’ sharp skills cost the global
economy over $100bn a year. Processing
legitimate online transactions while preventing
fraudulent ones, is a major pain point for many
organizations.
Today, online organizations need their users to have world-class
cybersecurity. This is far from the reality. As a result, many online
businesses prefer all transactions to easily be carried out seamlessly,
whether or not the customer’s endpoint is compromised.
The hidden issues with today’s most popular cybersecurity solutions leave
organizations under relentless attack of their websites daily.
The increased adoption of WAFs to overcome these issues is the wrong
approach as they only protect the organization. For every transaction
both participants, the website AND the user, are equally involved
and both need to be included in risk analysis and security approach.
Expecting users to be responsible for their own security and blaming them
if their device is compromised is unrealistic and results in customer ill-will,
increased support costs, and, in some industries, liability lawsuits. To date
swallowing the cost of fraud is sadly business as usual.
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1

VOLUME

The sheer number of attacks websites face every day means
a breach is inevitable. Current prevention methods cannot
give organizations insight into the cause of credential fraud,
the motivations of the person carrying it out, or the individuals
responsible. Most organizations are flying blind.

2

EASY PICKINGS, UNSAFE USERS

Traditionally, cybersecurity solutions only protect what was the
richest target for bad actors, the webserver. Cybercriminals
have now turned their attention to unsafe users – cleverly
injecting malware into the user’s device, using infected devices
to access online entities they then transact with.
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UNFIT CYBERSECURITY AND ANTI-FRAUD SOLUTIONS

Current cybersecurity and anti-fraud solutions have their place
but cannot solve credential fraud. Outdated threat feeds don’t
detect the latest malware strains used by credential fraudsters
until it is too late. Focusing on enterprise infrastructure assets
ignores unprotected consumers.

A breath of fresh air

Protector Air

Trusted Knight has developed the only unified security solution for websites

Legitimate users, who need safe,
reliable, and secure access to the
web application.

Fraudulent users, who try to
impersonate legitimate users or
make unauthorized transactions.

Legitimate users on
compromised devices, where
malware is trying to steal
information or manipulate
sensitive transactions.

Attackers who try to hack into
the website.

which combines traditional web security with protection against the growing
customer-side threats posed by advanced malware and malicious JavaScript.
Protector Air is a cloud-based service specifically designed to be simple to
activate with zero customer friction, dramatically changing the security
posture of websites in financial services, ecommerce, healthcare, government
and other industries.

Attackers who try to disrupt
the website operation through
DDoS attacks.

Protector Air is agentless and designed to be invisible and automatic for all
users, monitoring all web application traffic between the website and the
various computers, mobile devices, and other endpoints trying to interact with

Users

the website.
Trusted Knight Cloud

TT Every web page is protected with a secure wrapper which defeats
JavaScript and endpoint keylogging malware. This stifles malware, stops
manipulation of web pages and prevents malicious JavaScript injections.

THREAT & RISK FEED

TT Protector Air is easy to deploy, requiring no change to existing applications,
security tools of infrastructures.
TT Provides a single solution to protect the web transaction end-to-end,
meeting compliance mandates, dramatically reducing fraud.
TT Threats hosted on the web front end are neutralized, removing an attack
vector for users.
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About Trusted Knight
Trusted Knight protects digital business for organizations around the world. Through a patented, cloud-based
architecture, Trusted Knight offers the only unified solution that eliminates both malware and fraud, providing
agentless malware prevention for every digital interaction. With deep roots in the National Security Agency,
military intelligence and financial services, Trusted Knight is the premier security firm protecting organizations
from the evolving and sophisticated attacks performed by online criminals.
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